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Thank Duella Scott for the nice 70-lb paper you are holding in your hand
because she paid the last $800 bill that came in. She was always supportive of any project that helped shop students, whether it was sending yearly
checks for the Pirate Shop Scholarship Trust Fund or buying supplies behind
the scenes for kids who couldn't afford the materials.
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Duella Scott was my mother-in-law but
you won't hear any of the standard jokes
from me: she was a dynamo of a woman
who always treated me like royalty.
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Duella grew up on a farm in Nebraska
during the depression, put herself through
beauty school, and raised a family while
running a beauty salon, a dairy store and a
ranch in Montana. Tired yet? She wasn't;
and after the family was raised, she went
on to a successful career in real estate. No
joking, Duella was the real deal: a solid,
hardworking, self-made American woman.
When pancreatic cancer hit, she squared
her shoulders and brought to life that old
Duella Scott (1931-2009)
Waits song, "You got to get behind the mule didn't complain that it took 18
in the morning and plow." True to the end. years to marry her daughter.
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Terry Drake.
Pictured below on a rainy day
with his 15-ton crane placing
the Pirate Shops Chambersburg
steam hammer as a historical
display of Coos Bay.

Terry Drake was one of the first guys
I met when I moved to Coos Bay six
years ago. Owner of a construction
company that sometimes employs up
to 20-30 tradesmen, he and his friend
Shane McGowen, a sheet metal wizard,
surprised me when they donned their tool
belts and helped me remove four walls to
make room for a classroom for the Pirate
Shop students.
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His help and support have continued
throughout the years, ranging from the
use of his truck and trailer to pick up materials, to a $500 donation to the scholarship program. He's a righteous guy.
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Recently, when Ric Morrisonn donated
his Monarch lathe to the program, Terry
tore in down, cleaned it, painted it, fabricated a new clamp for the taper attachment and installed the lathe in our shop.
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